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The notes for Using
Be sure to read this before handling

  Piping
Blow out air supply lines before connection. Ensure lines are free of all contaminants.

  Air Supply
Using the compression air with dry via filter.

  Mounting
Do not scratch the cylinder tube or piston rod, etc., by striking or grasping them with other objects.
The scratches or gouges, etc., in the piston rod may lead to damaged seals and cause air leakage.
It may cause malfunction.
Also, be certain to connect the rod end to the load with the lock released. If connected in the locked state,
a load greater than the turning force or holding force may operate on the piston rod and cause damage to
the lock mechanism. Also, in order to prevent to sudden lurching, do not supply the compressed air to
cylinder port.

  Adjustment
When unlocking is performed with air pressure applied to only one side of the cylinder, the moving parts of
the cylinder will lurch at high speed causing a serious hazard. When unlocking is performed, be sure to
confirm that personnel are not within the load movement range and that no other problems will occur if
the load moves.

  Lubrication
Prevent applying lubrication materials such as the grease to a piston rod. It causes the brakes power drop,
and stopping accuracy worsens. Also, do not lubricate to brake release port.

  Maintenance
Since a heavy duty spring is contained in the brake unit, there is a serious hazard, such as the possibility
of parts being ejected, if disassembly is performed incorrectly. Be sure to fix the spring hold plate at the
time of brake unit disassembly. Or, replace the brake unit.

      

CAUTION

WARNING
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Piping

When piston rod lurch during brake releasing, reducing valve have to
be fitted in order prevent this trouble.

Manually unlocking

Turning the brake release lever clockwise using the box wrench causes brake to be taken
off by forcing piston back.
If you let go your hold of release lever, release lever returns to the braking position automatically.
Therefor, keep holding the release lever at the brake releasing position, when you require.

Another way to manual brake releasing.
(Be sure to not supply air pressure to brake release port)

Working SOL-1 SOL-2 SOL-3
Intermediate stop OFF OFF OFF

Advance OFF ON ON
Return ON OFF ON

Take off two plugs. The brake become open according
to screw up two hexagon hole volts.

Size of the hexagon hole bolt
MRC - 40 M5X0.8X40L

50  

63 M6X1.0X50L
80  

100  

125 M8X1.25X70L
140  

160  

180 M10X1.5X60L
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List for better stopping accuracy

Seal List

No. Items Reason No. Items Reason

1
The length between brake
port and valve is less than 1
m.

Longer exhausting time. 8 No stick-slip motion. Guide way should be roller type
are parallel to rod metal.

2 Diameter of brake valve big. Change diameter to the size
of brake port. 9 Cylinder is controlled by

speed controller.
If speed is reduced accuracy
becomes better.

3 Diameter of pipe for brake
valve is big. Same as above. 10 Load rate is less than

60 %.

In order to prevent pulsating of
speed. (Can be prevented by
hydraulic converter, so on.)

4
There is no speed controller
between brake valve and
port.

Longer exhausting time. 11
Sequencer scanning time
of brake solenoid control is
less than 5 ms.

When the time is more than 5
ms or better stopping accuracy
is required, only valve signal
have to be changes to the direct
relay circuit control.

5 Not centalized exhausting
system. Effected by other exhausting. 12 Switch is built-in type. Repeatability of the built-in type

is less than 0.01 mm.

6 Tolerance of air pressure for
cylinder is within 0.05 MPa.

Air source should be
sufficient. In order to prevent
speed change.

13 DC and non-sequential for
brake control signal circuit.

Deviation of control signal is
tried to avoid.

7

When speed is slow or pitch
of stop is less than 50 mm,
make main valve start after
short interval of taking off
brake.

Pressure balance should be
adjusted in order to prevent
thrusting out. Incorrect
movement against forward
direction is no problem. (In
order to prevent initial
deviation of brake release.)

14 DC for brake valve.

When the speed is fast and the
pitch of speed is less than 50
mm, bad influence of initial
velocity caused by deviation of
brake release is avoided.
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No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Item

Bore
Dust
Seal Oring Ypacking Oring Ypacking Ypacking Oring Cushion Oring Piston

Packing Wearing Oring Oring
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